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ABSTRACT 

Traffic queue profile describes the spatiotemporal formation and dissipation of 
queues. Existing applications of traffic queue mainly focus on the estimation of 
traffic state parameters such as traffic volume and queue length. However, the 
origin of the queuing vehicles from upstream intersections remained unknown 
unless vehicle identification sensors are installed nearby. In this study, we 
proposed a traffic demand analysis method based on the geometric features of 
traffic queue profile. Specifically, starting point, shockwave slope, and queue 
length are chosen for statistical analysis using a real dataset. This study explores 
the potential application of traffic queue in the domain of demand analysis, which 
can be further used in the evaluation and optimization of traffic signal controls.  

Keywords: queue profile, geometric analysis, congestion tracing, vehicle 
trajectories  

 

1. Introduction 

Signalized intersections are the main cause of traffic congestion in urban area. While queues at 

signalized intersections are the most common measurement. To better the dynamics and 

performance of the traffic system, the problem of how to estimate the queue characteristics has 

been well studied in the past several decades (Liu et al., 2009; Zhan et al., 2015). Further, the 

queue profile, which incorporate the time dimension to make a polygon in the time-space plane, 

aims at modeling the evolution of queues, draws people’s attention. It could describe the 

spatiotemporal formation and dissipation of queues (Ramezani & Geroliminis, 2013). Existing 

studies employ various monitoring methods, such as video cameras (Puri et al., 2007) and probe 

vehicle GPS trajectories (Ramezani & Geroliminis, 2013, 2015), to capture the geometry features 

of the queue profile and achieve satisfied reconstruction performance.  

Currently, the application of queue profile mainly focusses on the delay analysis, queue length 

estimation (Liu et al., 2009), and traffic signal estimation (Wang et al., 2019). Several studies 

proposed trajectory reconstruction using queue profiles but only limited to continuous flow range 

(Chen et al., 2021). The full vehicle trajectory that covers different links cannot be reconstructed 
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due to interruption of traffic signals. The potential information of queue profile geometry has not 

been sufficiently discussed in the domain of demand analysis. Like a stone falling into the water, 

the queuing shockwave could be regarded as a reflection of the traffic system on the arriving 

vehicles. Under a certain scenario, i.e., given the intersection layout, signal schemes, and traffic 

demand level, the queue profile should also present a certain pattern.  

Thanks to the progress in queue profile reconstruction, the queue profile can be extracted in 

various data conditions. Under this assumption, this paper aims at mining the potential of queue 

profile in traffic demand analysis. Specifically, formulating the relationship between the 

shockwave features and the flows from upstream links. Section 2 summarize the method and data, 

section 3 shows the data investigation results, and section 4 draws the discussion and conclusion.  

 

2. Methodology 

To perform traffic demand analysis, especially getting the flow of a certain route across several 

intersections, estimation of the aggregated link flow is not enough. It is also necessary to trace the 

proportion of flows come from different upstream links. For example, for a given link 𝑎, assuming 

there are 𝑛 upstream links. The task is to decompose the link flow 𝑦𝑎 into flows from upstream 

links, i.e., [𝑦𝑎
1, … , 𝑦𝑎

𝑖 , … , 𝑦𝑎
𝑛]. This can be implemented by leveraging the geometry information 

from queue profile. For example, in Figure 1(1), flows on the selected comes from link 101 and link 

102. To fully utilize the geometry information of queue profile, we will first make some field data 

observations to prove the feasibility of the idea and then illustrate the proposed method.  

2.1 Data 

In this study, the Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) dataset is used for modeling and analysis. 

It is a fully sampled vehicle trajectories data collected by the U.S. department of transportation 

(Punzo et al., 2011). The vehicle trajectories are extracted through one or several digital video 

cameras mounted on the top of a building. Specifically, the Lankershim Boulevard dataset, one of 

several datasets collected under the NGSIM program, is selected for detailed analysis.  

The original dataset includes the vehicle index, location (longitude, latitude, link index, lane 

index), and speed. Figure 1(1) gives the geometry layout of the study area. As is shown in Figure 

1(1), the whole dataset consists of four signalized intersections. Part of the intersection 1 is chosen 

for further investigation. For three lanes of the selected area (with green mark), the trajectories of 

upstream flows coming from two different origins, i.e., 101 (with red mark) and 102 (with blue 

mark), are visualized with different colors.  

The dataset is preprocessed through GIS software and Python packages such as TransBigData (Yu 

& Yuan, 2022) to extract: 1) the traffic signals; 2) the distance between the vehicles and the stop 

bar; 3) the first stop point of a vehicle in a traffic signal cycle. Then, the trajectories, signal scheme, 

and the first stop point in a signal cycle are prepared to be visualized in a time-space panel.  

2.2 Methods 

In this section, the parameters of the queue profile and the formulation of the flow tracing  are 

proposed.  
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(1) The Selected Area in the Whole Dataset  (2) The Shockwave of Three Lanes  

 

(3) The Geometry of the Selected Area  

Figure 1 The NGSIM Lankershim Boulevard Dataset 
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2.2.1 Parameters and feature engineering 

(1) Queue profile parameters  

Based on above observations, this study proposed the following parameters to characterize the 

queue profile: 1) the start point (𝑡1, 𝑥1), 2) the shockwave speed 𝑤, and 3) the queue length 𝑙. In 

this study, the fixed signal control plan is considered.  

For the traffic signal, denoting 𝑡𝑟 as the red start time , 𝑑𝑟 as the red duration, 𝑑𝑔 as the green 

duration. For each signal cycle, there may be multi-origin for the queuing vehicles. The scenarios 

of one-origin and two-origin are provided for illustration in Figure 2(1) and Figure 2(2). The 

shadow area means the corresponding vehicle speed is zero. The scenario with residual queues 

(vehicles waited for more than one signal cycle) is not analyzed in this study but provided in 

appendix.  

 
(1) Single Upstream Source Scenario (2) Two Upstream Sources Scenario 

Figure 2 The Basic Parameters of Queue Profile as Signalized Intersection 

 

Figure 3 Examples of Features Extracted from Queue Profile  
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(2) Feature engineering  

Feature engineering is crucial for better capturing the relationship between flow and queue profile 

geometry, for example, using statistical or artificial intelligence methods. Assuming several 

segmented shockwaves,  ,… , 𝑖, …𝑚 , are well observed in a single traffic signal. For each 

shockwave segment 𝑖, the start/end location/time is denoted as (𝑥𝑖
𝑠, 𝑡𝑖

𝑠) and (𝑥𝑖
𝑒 , 𝑡𝑖

𝑒). A real data 

case from NGSIM dataset is provided in Figure 3. Then, the following features can be extracted:  

Table 1 Queue Profile Features  

Features of the 𝑖th Queue Profile  Expressions 

Start location 𝑥𝑖
𝑠 

Relative start time in the signal cycle 𝑡𝑖
𝑟  𝑡𝑖

𝑠 − 𝑡𝑟 

Maximum length 𝑙𝑖  𝑥𝑖
𝑒 − 𝑥𝑖

𝑠 

Duration time  𝑑𝑖  𝑡𝑖
𝑒 − 𝑡𝑖

𝑠 

Profile slope  𝑤𝑖  
𝑥𝑖
𝑒 − 𝑥𝑖

𝑠

𝑡𝑖
𝑒 − 𝑡𝑖

𝑠  

In this study, the above features of queue profile in the NGSIM dataset are extracted. Firstly, a 

stop detection method is developed (see Figure 3 for the detection results). Then, for each lane 

and each traffic signal cycle, the queue profile parameters, and its label (true origin) are extracted.  

2.2.2 Formulation of the flow tracing model 

The framework consists of two part: 1) matching the queue profile to the corresponding origins, 

and 2) estimating the corresponding traffic volume. Since the traffic volume can be estimated 

using the queue length and the average headway, this study only focuses on the flow tracing 

method. 

As stated in the literature review, we assume that the queue profile features are already known. 

The flow tracing task can be treated as a classification problem using logistic regression, a type of 

supervised machine learning method to predict one of two possible outcomes, often represented 

as 0 and 1.  

In this case, the model inputs include start location, relative start time in the signal cycle, 

maximum length, and profile slope. Duration time is not included since the duration time 𝑑𝑖 can 

be expressed by the queue length 𝑙𝑖  and profile slope 𝑤𝑖 . For the 𝑖 th shockwave, the simple 

formulation is as follows:  

𝑧  𝐟[𝑥𝑖
𝑠, 𝑡𝑖

𝑟 , 𝑙𝑖, 𝑤𝑖] (1) 

where 𝐟 represents the logistic regression method, 𝑧  is a binary variable which represent the 

origin of the shockwave. In this case, two origin flow sources are link 101 and link 102 (Figure 1).  
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This model can be extent to multi-classification problem if there are more than two upstream 

links. All input features are normalized before the training process.  

 

3. Results 

3.1 Data extraction and analysis 

In this section, the NGSIM vehicle trajectories is used to investigated the proposed method. Firstly, 

the stop information is extracted. The queue profiles of three lanes (1, 2, 3) of selected area (shown 

in Figure 1), among 20 signal cycles, were extracted for model training and analysis. Figure 

4Error! Reference source not found. shows the trajectories collected during 1000~2000 

seconds and the stop locations.  

 

Figure 4 Stop Points Recognition of Three Lanes in the Selected Area 

Figure 5 shows the first stop time-space information over several signalized cycles. The results 

shows that the time-space locations from different upstream links also differ. Vehicles from link 

101 are more likely to stop in two time-space areas:  

⚫ During transition from green to red, close to the stop bar 
⚫ From the middle to the end of the red light, farther away from the stop bar  

Thus, the statistical probability of vehicle first stop location should be different among vehicles 

from different locations. In addition, both Figure 1(2) and Figure 4 Error! Reference source 

not found.shows that the length of the queue profile could reflect the number of vehicles. This 

is intuitive since vehicles tend to keep a proper headway. Thus, the spatial length, i.e., 𝑙𝑖, should 
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also be an informative input for the model. These finding proves the rationality of the 

aforementioned model.  

 

Figure 5 The Distribution of the Queue Profile Starting Points 

3.2 Model performance 

In the logistic regression model, 80% data is used for training and the rest for testing. The detailed 

information of each lane and the model performance is shown in Table 2. The matching accuracy 

of lane 1 and lane 2 is around 90% while lane 3 shows a lower accuracy. The lack of sufficient 

training data may account for the various prediction performance among different lanes. Overall, 

the results show that it can be used to analysis the flow volume composition.  

Table 2 Prediction Accuracy of the Proposed Method 

Lane ID 

Number of recorded queue profiles 

Prediction Accuracy 

From link 101 From link 102 

Lane 1 20 25 88.89% 

Lane 2 21 26 90.00% 

Lane 3 16 29 66.67% 
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4. Discussion & Conclusion 

Queue profile at intersections could reflect the dynamics of the urban traffic system. Despite 

various methods for estimating the queue profile, current applications mainly focus on traffic 

performance analysis rather than demand analysis. In this study, the queue profile of NGSIM 

dataset is visualized and differentiated with different origins. The stratification phenomenon and 

the queue profile spatiotemporal location is found to be informative for tracing the downstream 

link flows. Based on field data observations, a logistic regression model is proposed for tracing the 

link flow to upstream flows, which utilize features like queue profile start location, start time, 

slope, and maximum length. The results show that the method could be successfully applied in 

the flow-tracing task, thus help improve the traffic control strategies.  

This study provides some new insights of queue profile in the application aspect and could inspire 

more topics. In the future, simulation experiments can be implemented to investigate the 

mechanism between queue profile and traffic flows. For example, the impact of various traffic 

signal control parameters, demand levels, and different lane changing behaviors. In addition, 

methods are required to automatically recognize the correct origins of the segmented queue 

profile. The queue profile reconstruction quality should also be considered in building real 

applications.  
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Appendix 

Figure 6 shows the queue profile when there are residual queues which cause second stop. It 

reflects that the signal settings may affect the geometry of queue profiles.  

 

Figure 6 Queue Profile with Residual Queues  
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